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Abstract

This  paper  investigates  the  hitherto  unexplored  connection  between  the  number  of  garbage
collectors in the state of Virginia and the stock price of Schlumberger Limited (SLB). Evidently,
the  financial  world  has  been  longing  to  uncover  the  linkage  between  these  two  seemingly
incongruous variables. Leveraging data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and LSEG Analytics
(Refinitiv)  for  the  period  spanning  from  2003  to  2022,  we  identified  a  surprisingly  robust
correlation coefficient of 0.8467100, with statistical significance at p < 0.01. Our findings suggest
that the movements of SLB's stock price appear to be positively associated with the population of
garbage collectors in Virginia. Although one might assume this relationship to be nothing but
garbage, our analysis reveals a striking pattern that cannot be simply swept under the rug. The
implications of this  association are not  to be disposed of lightly,  as they open the door to a
plethora of potential explanations and opportunities for further perplexing research.

1.  Introduction

The world of financial analysis is not always tidy and predictable. Much like a messy
laboratory  experiment,  it  often  involves  unexpected  connections,  unconventional
correlations, and surprising patterns. In this paper, we delve into the curious relationship
between the number of garbage collectors in Virginia and the stock price of Schlumberger
Limited  (SLB),  a  connection  that  may  at  first  glance  seem as  unlikely  as  finding  a
diamond in a landfill.

While financial analysts typically focus on traditional market indicators such as interest
rates,  inflation,  and  corporate  earnings,  our  research  takes  a  more  unconventional
approach. We aim to unravel the potential significance of the population of individuals
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dedicated to the collection and disposal of refuse in Virginia, a state often associated with
historical richness and cultural diversity, on the stock price of SLB.

Our investigation was animated by the intrigue of uncovering this unusual association,
akin to a quest to find a rare species in the wilderness of economic data. Leveraging the
extensive  databases  offered  by  the  Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics  and  LSEG  Analytics
(Refinitiv),  we embarked on our statistical odyssey covering the period from 2003 to
2022.  Our  rigorous  analysis  yielded  a  correlation  coefficient  that  stood  out  more
conspicuously than a bright garbage bag on a pitch-black night, affirming the robustness
of the relationship between these variables.

In the following sections, we will dissect our findings and explore the implications of this
unexpected correlation between the number of individuals dedicated to managing waste
in Virginia and the stock performance of SLB. We caution readers not to dismiss this
seemingly peculiar connection as mere statistical noise, as it has the potential to shed
light on novel insights and spark lively discussions at the intersection of finance, labor
economics,  and  perhaps  even  environmental  sustainability.  As  we  take  this
unconventional journey through the garbage-collecting domain and the stock market, let
us  prepare  for  peeling  away  the  layers  of  conventional  wisdom  and  uncovering
unexpected treasures in the economic landscape.

2.  Literature Review

The existing literature on the relationship between the number of garbage collectors in a
specific geographic region and the stock price of a particular company is surprisingly
scarce, akin to searching for a needle in a landfill. However, efforts to draw unexpected
parallels  and  analyze  unconventional  correlations  in  the  financial  world  have  been
gaining traction in recent years.

Smith and Doe (2015) conducted a  comprehensive study on labor  market  trends and
stock performance, albeit with a focus on more conventional employment sectors. Their
work, while not directly related to the specific context of garbage collectors in Virginia
and SLB's stock price,  laid the groundwork for exploring atypical connections in  the
domain of labor economics and financial markets. Jones et al. (2018) further extended
this  line  of  inquiry,  utilizing  sophisticated  econometric  models  to  unravel  intriguing
associations between seemingly disparate variables in the economy.

Turning to relevant non-fiction works, "Waste Management and Corporate Valuation" by
Green (2017) offers insightful perspectives on the underexplored intersection of waste
management and financial valuation. Although the book does not explicitly address the
influence of garbage collectors on individual  stock prices,  its  examination of broader
waste  management  practices provides  a  valuable backdrop for  our  investigation.  In  a
similar  vein,  "The  Business  of  Trash:  The  Role  of  Waste  Management  in  Modern
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Economies"  by  Brown  (2019)  sheds  light  on  the  economic  dimensions  of  waste
management, setting the stage for our exploration of the unexpected connection between
trash collection and stock market dynamics.

In the realm of fiction, the novel "Garbage Collectors of Wall Street" by Swift (2008)
presents  a  whimsical  tale  of  a  group  of  sanitation  workers  stumbling  upon  untold
treasures hidden amidst the bustling financial district of New York City. While purely
fictional, this work offers a lighthearted take on the intersection of waste management
and high finance.  Additionally,  the popular board game "Stocks and Bins" challenges
players to navigate the complexities of waste disposal while managing a virtual stock
portfolio,  providing a  playful  portrayal  of  the  interplay  between seemingly  unrelated
domains.

The limited literature on this unconventional topic underscores the pioneering nature of
our  investigation,  as  we endeavor to  untangle the enigmatic  relationship between the
number of garbage collectors in Virginia and the stock price of SLB. As we embark on
this  scholarly  escapade,  we  are  poised  to  navigate  through  uncharted  territories  of
financial  analysis,  where  the  conventional  meets  the  unexpected  in  a  symphony  of
speculative correlations and unforeseen connections.

3.  Research Approach

To  explore  the  perplexing  relationship  between  the  number  of  garbage  collectors  in
Virginia and the stock price of Schlumberger Limited (SLB), a set of convoluted research
methods were devised. The data for garbage collectors in Virginia was sourced from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, which, in a rather ironic twist, provided us with a tidy dataset
for such a messy subject. Meanwhile, the stock price of SLB was obtained from the ever-
reliable LSEG Analytics (Refinitiv), where the numbers fluctuated more wildly than a
garbage truck navigating through a maze of narrow streets.

Numerous  statistical  analyses  were  employed  to  unearth  any  potential  connections
between these distinct variables. Firstly, a correlation analysis was conducted to measure
the strength and direction of the relationship between the number of garbage collectors in
Virginia and SLB's stock price. This analysis was more thorough than a garbage collector
conducting a bin inspection, ensuring that no valuable data morsels were left unturned.

Furthermore,  a  regression  analysis  was  performed  to  determine  the  extent  to  which
changes in the number of garbage collectors explained variations in SLB's stock price.
This model was more intricate than the web of a spider that had been struck by a sudden
interest in statistical modeling, carefully untangling the complex interplay between these
seemingly disparate factors.
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To validate the robustness of the findings, various sensitivity analyses were conducted,
ensuring that our results were not as fragile as a bag of trash left out in a gusty wind. The
data from 2003 to 2022 was carefully sifted through to identify any patterns or anomalies,
akin to rummaging through a landfill in search of hidden treasures.

Overall,  the research methods employed in this investigation were as meticulous as a
meticulous scientist in a lab conducting a groundbreaking experiment, ensuring that no
statistical stone was left unturned in our pursuit of uncovering the enigmatic relationship
between garbage collectors in Virginia and SLB's stock price.

4.  Findings

The  extensive  data  analysis  conducted  in  this  study  unveiled  a  remarkably  strong
correlation between the number of garbage collectors in Virginia and the stock price of
Schlumberger Limited (SLB). The correlation coefficient of 0.8467100, with an r-squared
of  0.7169178  and  a  significance  level  of  p  <  0.01,  suggests  a  striking  relationship
between these seemingly unrelated variables.  It  appears that the movements of SLB's
stock price are closely linked to the population of individuals dedicated to the noble task
of waste management in the state of Virginia.

Figure 1 depicts a scatterplot that beautifully illustrates this fascinating correlation, with
the data points forming a pattern as clear as a pristine landfill on a sunny day. The upward
trend in the scatterplot reflects the positive association between the number of garbage
collectors in Virginia and SLB's stock price, reinforcing the robustness of our findings.
This  unexpected  connection  may  leave  one  pondering  the  age-old  question:  is  one
person's trash truly another person's treasure?

The surprising magnitude of this correlation cannot be brushed aside lightly. It prompts
us  to  reconsider  the  conventional  boundaries  of  financial  analysis  and  labor  market
dynamics.  Just  as  an  unexpected  chemical  reaction  in  the  laboratory  can  lead  to
groundbreaking discoveries, this unanticipated correlation opens the door to a wealth of
opportunities for further exploration and hypothesis testing.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

It is essential to approach these findings with a critical yet open-minded perspective, akin
to rummaging through a treasure trove of statistical anomalies. While the link between
garbage collectors in Virginia and SLB's stock price may initially seem like a statistical
oddity, it beckons us to delve deeper into the intricacies of economic interdependence and
the potential influence of seemingly unrelated factors on financial markets.

These findings underscore the importance of embracing unconventional perspectives in
financial  research  and  remain  a  testament  to  the  serendipitous  nature  of  uncovering
unexpected  correlations  in  the  vast  sea  of  economic  data.  The  implications  of  this
peculiar correlation are far from being discarded into the statistical wastebasket. Instead,
they  beckon  us  to  embark  on  a  scholarly  expedition  to  discern  the  underlying
mechanisms driving this incongruous relationship, with the hope of unearthing hidden
treasures within the cryptic terrain of economic dynamics.

5.  Discussion on findings

The results of this study present an intriguing conundrum, reminiscent of a modern-day
financial riddle: what do a group of garbage collectors in Virginia and the stock price of
Schlumberger Limited (SLB) have in common? While the seemingly disparate nature of
these variables may evoke skepticism, our findings provide compelling evidence of a
robust correlation between the number of waste management professionals in the state of
Virginia and the movements of SLB's stock price.

Our study aligns with the pioneering spirit of prior research that has dared to venture into
the uncharted territories of unconventional correlations in the financial and labor market
domains.  Building  upon the  overlooked intersection  of  waste  management  and stock
valuation, we have unearthed a remarkable linkage that challenges traditional notions of
economic causality. As anticipated, our findings complement the whimsical tale presented
in the novel "Garbage Collectors of Wall Street" by Swift (2008), where the boundaries
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between waste management and high finance are playfully blurred, illustrating a notion
that has now been validated by empirical evidence.

The substantial  correlation coefficient  observed in  our  study echoes  Smith and Doe's
(2015) work on labor market trends and stock performance, albeit in a decidedly more
perplexing context. We have transcended the conventional employment sectors to forge
new  ground  in  the  realm  of  atypical  economic  associations.  This  parallel,  while
whimsical in nature, underscores the burgeoning interest in unraveling unexpected links
across divergent spheres of economic activity.

Indeed,  this  investigation  has  added nuance  to  the  stock  market's  enigmatic  tapestry,
demonstrating  how  the  movements  of  SLB's  stock  price  are  intertwined  with  the
population of individuals dedicated to the noble task of waste management in the state of
Virginia.  Our  findings  prompt  a  reconsideration  of  traditional  paradigms  in  financial
analysis,  akin  to  realizing  that  an  inconspicuous  ingredient  can  drastically  alter  the
outcome  of  a  scientific  experiment.  The  unexpected  strength  of  this  correlation
accentuates  the  significance  of  embracing  non-traditional  perspectives  in  empirical
finance, reinforcing the timeless adage that one person's statistical trash may indeed be
another person's treasure trove of research insights.

In the realm of practical implications, this study invites practitioners and policymakers to
adopt  a  more  holistic  approach  to  financial  analysis,  acknowledging  the  potential
influence of seemingly unrelated factors on stock market dynamics. The unanticipated
correlation between garbage collectors in Virginia and SLB's stock price may serve as a
touchstone for innovative investment strategies or industry-specific economic indicators,
offering a novel lens through which to perceive the intricate interplay between the labor
market and asset valuation. Just as the game "Stocks and Bins" challenges players to
navigate the complexities of waste disposal while managing a virtual stock portfolio, our
findings  challenge  the  conventions  of  economic  analysis,  inspiring  a  new  wave  of
interdisciplinary curiosity.

In  closing,  the  unexpected  congruence  between  the  number  of  garbage  collectors  in
Virginia  and  SLB's  stock  price  unveils  an  enthralling  enigma  that  beckons  further
exploration. As we continue to peel back the layers of this unfathomable correlation, we
stand on the cusp of unearthing untold treasures within the cryptic terrain of economic
dynamics,  proving that  in  the  realm of  empirical  inquiry,  one  person's  garbage  may
indeed be another person's statistical goldmine.

6.  Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has unveiled a surprising and substantial correlation between
the  population of  garbage collectors  in  Virginia  and the  stock price  of  Schlumberger
Limited (SLB).  This unexpected linkage is  as remarkable as finding a rare gem in a
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landfill,  challenging  traditional  notions  of  financial  analysis.  The  statistically  robust
association, akin to a discarded treasure waiting to be unearthed, prompts us to embrace
unconventional perspectives in economic research.

The  positive  correlation  encountered  in  our  analysis  suggests  that  the  movements  of
SLB's stock price may indeed be influenced by the noble task of waste management in
Virginia, reminding us that one person's trash could truly be another person's treasure.
This unexpected discovery, reminiscent of stumbling upon a groundbreaking scientific
phenomenon, opens the door to a myriad of potential explanations and further avenues
for  exploration.  While  this  peculiar  relationship  may  initially  seem  like  a  statistical
oddity, it invites us to rummage through the vast landscape of economic data in search of
hidden gems and unexpected treasures.

Our findings leave us no choice but to reassess the conventional boundaries of financial
analysis,  labor  economics,  and  environmental  influences  on  market  dynamics.  This
association, though seemingly incongruous, beckons researchers to embark on a scholarly
adventure to unpack the underlying mechanisms driving this correlation, with the hope of
uncovering valuable insights within the enigmatic terrain of economic interdependence.

In the spirit of scholarly discourse, we assert that no further research is required on this
matter, as we have already immersed ourselves deeply enough in the world of garbage
collectors and stock prices. It is time to take out the statistical garbage and move on to
exploring other oddities in the vast sea of economic data.
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